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Dane cet article, nous donnons des conditions portant sur le de& des sommets d’un graphe 
orieG forte lent cormexe d’ordre n pour que celui-ci contiecne un circuit de longucur 
supC;ieure r,u igak 5 r(n - l)/hJ + 1, h &ant un entier vkrifiant 1 G h <n - 1. Nous montrons 
que ces onditions entrainent I’existence dans i?: saphe d’un chemin de longueur [(n - :)/hj + 
[(n - 2)/h 1. Nous am&oron:, CLQ~ conditions da:~s le cas des graphes antisymktriques, et 
montrons, dans les deux cas, qu’elies sont les meilleures possibles. 
In this article, we give conditions on tiie toltal degree: 0; the vertices in a strong digraph 
implying the existence of a cycle of length at least [(n - l)/hl + 1, where n is the number of 
vertices of the graph and h an integer, 1 s h s n - 1. The s;lrnz conditions imply the existence of 
a path of length [(n - l)/kl + [( n - 2)/hl. In the case of strong oriented graphs (antisymmetric 
digraphs) we improve these conditions. In both casps, we shots that the given conditions are the 
best possible. 
In this article, we give conditions on the total degre.:s of the vertices in a s;rong 
digraph implying the existence of a cycle of length at least k = [(n - 1)/h? + 1, 
where y1 is the number of vertices and k an integ*:r, 1 G h s n - 1. The same 
conditions imply the existence of a path elf length [(a - 1)/h] + [(n -2)/h]. 
In the case of strong oriented graphs (antisymmctric digraphs), we improve 
these conditions. In both cases, general strong digraphs and strong oriented 
graphs, we show that the given conditions are best possible. 
Our results were announced in [S] and extensively proved in [6]. 
For a survey concerning sufficient conditions in orcter to insure the existence of 
cycles in digraphs see [3]. For other su i0ons on tjegrees implying the 
existence of path of given length in digraphs see [2j. 
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and notations. 
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A &graph is a pair (V(D), E(D)) where V(D) is a finite P,et of elements called 
v(:rtices and I?(D) a set of xdercd pairs (x, y) of vertices called arcs. 
The digraph consisting of the vertices x1, x2,. . . , xl and the arcs (q, xitl), 
l~iai-I,isapathdenotedtyx,-,x,-,...--,xi. y adding the arc (xl, x,), 
we obtain a cycle of length 1 denoted by xl -+ x2 + l l l +xl --) x1. All the 
subscripts of the vertices (of a cycle of length I are written modulo 1. If C is the 
cycle x1 + x2 + l l l -+x1 + x1, we denote by C[q -3 Xj] the induced path of C 
beginning at 4 and ending at Xj. 
A C-path is a path of length at least two, whose ends (which are distinct), 
‘Jelong to V(C) but whose vertices are otherwise disjoint from V(C). 
A digraph G is strong if for any two vertices x, y, G contains a path from x to y 
and a path from ‘y to x. 
If G is a digraph and A C_ V(G), G-A denotes the subdigraph induced by 
V(G)-A. If x E V(G), we write G-x instead of G-(x}, and if h-l is an induced 
subdigraph of G, we write G -H instead of G - V(N). 
If H and N’ are induced subdigraphs of G we define 
E(H, El’) =1(x, V)E E(G) 1 x E V(H), y E V(H’k 
If x E V(G), we define: 
f+(x) = {Y 1 b, Y) E EW, f-(x) = (y 1 (y, x) E 5(G)}, 
f(x) = T’(x) u f-(x), 4 (4 = pwl 
(simply denoted d(x) if no confusion is possible). 
Xf A c V(G), we denote by 
f+(A) = ’ 1 l-‘+(x), f_(A) = u f-(x), f(A) = f+(A) U f'-(A). 
Xf:A XEA 
If H is an induced subdigraph of G, we write P(H), F-(if), r(H), instead of 
r* (VH)), ~-w(l-i)), IT V(Wi. 
Let x be an integer; then [x] means the smallest integer greater t 
to x. 
We denote by (n, 4) the following digr; .ph. This gr:q~ as n vertices where 
I? =lqh-r+1,OSrq-- 1. Its vertex set consists of the disjoint union cF 9 sets 
r of which are of cardinality 
CXiih VePtiZX il. ’ I’hC X,5 Of 
X Y E JCj, 1 c i K i 
.h, + 1 for every vertex x and the 
of a cycle is 
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we have [(82 -
ple ~r~K~Ft~d 
conjecture the f 
path cannot be improved. 
[(n - 2)/h] = 243, this exam- 
, in which bcxmds on the length of a cycle or a 
This theorem implies immediately: 
y a standard construction, Theorem 1 implies the following result which is also 
a corollary of results of [7]. 
In the case of oriented graphs the bounds on the degrees in Theorem I and 
‘(x)41--~)_J 3 ‘O.2 $y”x ‘Yz) “( “% - 3 “A 
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Sk 
Assume d&+21-3 for every ie{l,. . . ,1}. 
1: There exists a C-path.. 
Denote by x0 -+ ~[y, 4 y,,,] --i, xY such a C-path, where & y E (1, . . . , I), p # y, 
~[y, -+ y,,,] is a path of G-C. Let p’ be a path of the digraph induced by V(C), 
beginning at xY and ending at +, containing all the vertices of C[X, ---, x0] and 
maximal for these properties. Denote by C’ the cycle u’ * ~[y, -+ y,,,] + x,, and 
by S := V(C) - V(C’), s = IS(. Since the length of C is maximum, we have sf 0. 
Since )I’ is maximal we have for Xi E S: 
IE(Xi, /A’)[ s 1 V(/h’)I + 1 = 1 --S + 1. 
So, d,,(x,)=]E(x,,S))+IE(x,,~‘))~2(s-I)+!-s+l=I+s-1. Since ssl-2 im- 
plies d&)s 21-3, we get d,(q) = 21- 3 and s = 1-2. 
Then each C-path in G must be of the form xg .--, p[yl -+ yJ-+~p_~ with 
PED,..., I}, d&xi) = 21- 3 for every j E (1, . . . , I}, jg {/3, /3 - I}. 
Then for I 3 4 there exist two vertices of C, x0+ t ant x@+~ such that d&x@+ J = 
dc(xp12) = 21- 3. The same result is immediate for I = 3. 
Now, it is not difficult to see that the digraphs G - C + x~+~ and G - C + x~+.~ 
cannot be simultaneously strong (otherwise one constructs a C-path beginning at 
x~+~ and ending at x@+~ contradicting what precedes). So we have proved that 
there exists a vertex x, E V(C) such that d,(xJ = 21-3 and the digraph Ga = 
G - C + x, is not strong. 
Then there exists in G, a strong component F which does not contain x, and 
such that E(G, -F+F)=p) or E(F-+Ci,--F)=@ 
Since G is strong, in the case E(Ga - F + F) = fl there exists a ya E V(F) with 
ya E T’(C-x,), and (x,, y,)+! E(G). In the case E(F-, G, .-F) = $9, there 
exists a y. E V(F) such that ye E r-(C- A:,) and (yol, x,) $ E(G). This achieves the 
proof of part (b) of the lemma. 
Case 2: There exists no C-path in G. 
One can easily see that there exists at most OII~ vertex q E V(C) such that 
G -- C + 4 is a strong digraph. 
Let X~ be a vertex of C such that Ga q = G - C + x, is not strong.. As in the first 
case, denote by F a strong component of G, which does not contain x, and such 
that w.l.o.g., E(G, - F+ F) = 8, so that there exist5 a y, E V(F), with ya c 
r’(C -x,) and (x,, v,) 4 E(G). Since G lis strong there exists a path beginning at 
ya and ending in (C). Let @[ye -+ t,] ---* Xi be SU& CI Fat , where adva -+ G 1 is 
a path in G - C. e have (2,. XJ 6 K(G), otherwise we could construct a C-path 
beginning in V( C‘- x,,) and ending at .x~. Then fz, E r -(C - x, ). 
So we have proved part (b) or (c) of Lem 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let x, be a vertex of G satisfying one o 
note C-Y& = . Now, we contraci e vertex 
keeping ah arcs between C an W 
to o 
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y$ V(C), y E r+(C)., we get (.II,, y)E E( 
I( y, x, ) c: E(H). 
and if y ff V(C), y E r-(C), we get 
The reader can verify that the digraph If is strong such that any cycle of .H of 
length I’ is induced by a cycle of G of length 2 1’. (For a complete proof, see [6].) 
1. We show dH(x&sdG(xa)-2!(Z-2). 
We (consider the three cases (a), (b), (c) of Lemma Z!. 
Cast! (a). From d,(x,)s2(1--2) it follows that 
Case (b). j3y construction of Ii, we have (x,, y,) E E(H) - E(G) or (y,, x,) E 
EV-O-E(G). Then d,,(x,)~d,&x,)+ 1. Since d,__&,,)~d,(x,)-(2k3), we 
W 
Cuse (c). I3y construction of H, we have: (x,, y,) and (z~, x,) E E(H)-E(G). 
Then, 
2. We show that for y$ V(C), dFl(y)adc(y) -(l-2). 
There are three cases depending upon IE ( y, P)l. 
(i) )E(y, F)laE-2 implies dH(y)+dG+(y sdG(y)-(l-2). 
(ii) If IE!y, P)I = E- 1, then by Lemma 1, we have !E(y, x& 1 and YE 
,T’(C)~7r-K). Then by construction of H, (y, x,) E E(N)- E(G) or (x,, y)~ 
lE(H)-E(G). Then dH(y)~dG_F(y)+l=dG(y)-(l-l)+l. 
(iii) If jE(y, P)( = I, then by Lem na 1, we get y$ I&), y E r’(P) fr F-(P), so 
(=c,, y) and (y,x&E(H)-E(G).. Then dH(J)=&_p(y)+2=dG(y)-(l-2) 
3. We apply the induction hypothesis to H ana achieve the proof of Theorem l( 1). 
Let y and z be two nonadjacent vertices of H. They are nonadjacent in G. If 
they are distinct from x,, by (2), we get: 
dJy)+d&)~dG(y)+dG(z)-2(6 2). 
Since, by hypothesis dG(y)+dJz)B2n -l!h + 1, wc :zt 
and z = x,, then by construction of IH, we have, since (y, x,) and 
, y$r+(P)UT-(P). Then dG+(y)=dG(y) WC obtain by (1): 
dH(x~)+dH(y)~dG(X,)+dG(y)-2(!-2), 
i.e.9 &&-J+dH(y)~2(n-1+1)-2(h-l)+l. 
rem is proved). 
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Ti’hen by induction hypothesis contains a cycle C’ of length 1’ with 1% 
r<n - Z)l(h - I)] -t 1, and then G contains a cycle of length I”> [(n - Z)/(h - l)] + 1. 
To achieve the proof, it suffices to show by a simple calculation that I s 
[(n - 1)/h] implies I“2 [(n - 1)/h] + 1 contradicting the maximality of 2. Then we 
have laf(n-l)/h]+l. 
Pt~of 01’ l”heorettz 1, Part (2) 
The case h = 2 is an easy consequence of Meyniel’s theore:m. Assurne h > 3. If 
we have I> n - h + 1, that is n - 1 C h - 1, since the strong digraph G contains a 
!Dath of length min (n - I, Z), a calculation shows that G contains a path of length 
[(n - 1)/h] + [(n - 2)/hl. Otherwise consider the digraph H as in the proof of part 
(l), and the cycle C’ of H of length I’, I’S [(n - 1)/h - l)] + 1. With the cycles C 
and C’ one can construct a path in G of length & + I’ - 2 (see [6]) and a calculation, 
given in [16], shows that I 2 [(n - 1)/h] + 1 implies 
/+I’--2a[(n-- 1)/h] + [(a - 2)lhl. 
Proof of Theorem 2, Part (1) 
Like Theorem I, Part (l), we prove it by induction on h an9 for h fixed by 
induction on F. 
The theorem is true for h = 1. If G is an oriented graph which satisfies 
d(x) + d(y) 3 2n - 3 for any two non-adjacents vertices, then G is, a tournament 
and by Camion’s theorem [4], G is hamiltonian. 
Assume h 2 2, h fixed. Any strong oriented graph contains a cycle of length at 
least 3, and then the theorem is true for [(rz - 1)/h] s 2, that is n s 2h + 1. We 
shall assume n > 2 h + 1. 
Let G be a strong oriented graph with n vertices, such that any two non- 
adjacent vertices X, y satisfy d(x) + d(y) 2 21% - 24 - 1. Let C: x1 + x2 + 0 l l + 
xl -+ x1 be a cycle of maximum length 1 in in. Assume 1 s [(n - 1)/h]. We set 
n=qh-r+l, with Wrsh-1. Then q=[(n--l)/hl and nX!h+f implies 
qa3. 
For the proof, we shall need the following lemma. 
3.,, Let G be a strong oriented graph and C be a cycle in G of maximum 
(a) For every X& V(C), (E(x, C)lS I- 1. 
r every strong component F of G-C there exists a vertex x, E V(C) with 
and from F to C begin and e!nd at the s:~me vertex xi E V(C). In this case for 
every vertex x E V(F), we or every a#& l%~st, 
E(X*, 17;) = 8. 
~th~~~ise consider a C-path q -+ &I * ym]+ xi, with JQ, + E V(C), i # i, 
such that &L[y1 -+ y,] is a path of G-C with at least one vertex in k;. We can 
choose this C-path in sueh a way that the path C[X~ --, XJ is of ~~~xirnurn length. 
Since C is of max~um length in G, we have i # i + 11. Since F’ is st~.ong, and since 
(671% + XJ is of rnax~um ~e~~~~~h, we ;sve E!x, C[X,+~ -+ +-I]) = $9 for every 
x 4 V(F). Then, IE(x, C>i Q i -- j J- 1 and the assertion (b) is proved for LY = i + I. 
‘Re cycle p,[y, + y,]+ C[+ ---* Xi] + y, has a length ai -i+2. Since C is of 
maximum length we get i - j + 2 6 1 and 1 ‘fx, C)l =S E - l,, that is assertion (a). III 
We now return to the proof of ~eorern 2. 
1. we show that d(x) 3 t fur t?t?ery x E V(G). 
Assume &at there exists x E V(G) with d(x)s I -- 1. Since we assume I s 
[(PZ - 1)/k], we ca7not have d(x) = n - 1. Then there exists a vertex y which is not 
adjacent to x and satisfies d( 1’) s n - 2. By the hypothesis on G, we get 
so n St-I-2(h-- 1). Since we ave fq %$I --(It- 1)-t I and q 2 t, it follows 
@I - (h - 1) + 1 eg q + 2(h - l), hence q(h - 1) + 1 s 3(h -- 1) which contradicts 1% * 2 
and 423. 
2. We show thclt there exlists no strong induced suDdigrap4 A elf G with V(A) f7 
V(C) = fl and fiw every umex a A,IEMz, G-A)\<~--I. 
f (2) were not true, denote by F the strong component of G-C which contains 
Ey Lemma 3(b), there exists a x, E V(C), with E(x,, )==$; then E&A)= 
8. For every vertex a of A. *we have d(a)+d(lt,)>2n-th-1. 
Since dam--1-IV(A)1 and ~~~)~~lV~A~l-l+?-~, we get 2n-2h-16 
~a, - 3 + E, so YE s l + 2(h - I). We end the proof as in (1 j, 
e d~g~~~~ G-C is not strong. 
f G-C were strong, then by lemma 3(b), C ~~,~~~~ld contain a vertex X* with 
) = \E(x, C>; :S E - 1 which contrs.dictz; (1). 
en there exists a stron 
by -II, a vertex of 1c such that 
G 
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only one arc between y and x,. We shall explicitly define the choice of this arc 
later. 
The resulting oriented graph has the following properties. 
(a) Every cycle of induced by a cycle of G of length M’. 
(b) Two non adjac are not adjacent vertices of G. 
(c) Furthermore the contraction can be done in such a way that H is strong. 
Indeed consider the strong components of G-P. We say that a component F is ;“I 
source if every vertex of this component is not the end vertex of an arc with origin 
in another component. Similarly a component is a sink if every vertex in it is not 
the origin of an arc ending in another component. By (2), and by Lemma 3(a), 
there is no component which is together source and sink. 
Since G is strong, there exists for every source 6, E # Fa, a vertex yI, with 
yi E V(F,) 17 r’(P) and (x,, yi) $ E(G). In he contraction, we take the arc (x,, yi). 
Similarly, for every sink F;:, 4 # F,, there exists a vertex yj, with yj E V(e) n F-(P) 
and (yi, x,)4 E(G). In this case, we take the arc (yj, x,). 
By construction there exist paths from ;nc, to every source and from every sink 
to x,. To show that N is strong, it suffices to prove the existence of paths from 
every source to x, and from X, to every sink. Let Fi be a source. Since Fi is not a 
sink, we have E( Fi + G - P- Fi) # 8. By (2), and Lemma 3(a) we cannot have 
E(F,, G-lQ=E(&, C) and therefore we have E(e + G-P-fi)#{(y,, x,)}. Then 
there exists a path in G-P from Fi t+D F, distinct from (yip x,) or a path from Fi to 
a sink Fj, and then to X, by the arc ( yj, x,) E E(H). A similar argument holds for a 
sink. 
(d) We can do the contraction in such a way that for every vertex y$ V(P), we 
!_ave 
-If y$ V(C) and IE(y, P)I = I- 1, then by Lemma 3 we have lE(y, C)l= 
IE (y, P)I, and y 6 r(x,). In the contraction, we can conserve the arc (y, x,) or the 
arc (x,, y). Then dH(y)~dG_P(y)t-1~dG(y)-(l-2). 
- If y$ V(C) and IE(y, P)I s I - 2, then immediately d,(y) 2 dG_P(y) 2 
&~yk-+-2h 
- By construction, since E (F,, x4,) = 8 and (y,, x, ) E E ( 
6. End of the proof of Part (I) 
Let x and y be two non-adjacent vertices of 
Q ,(y)X!iI -2h- we get 
eeis 
4-k) + &(y) 2 2(n -1+1)-2(h-q-1. 
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n--I>q(h-1)-(h-2; and [(~t-I)/(h-1)1 -+l~q+l, whit 
maximality 6f 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2, Part (2) 
Let G be a strong oriented graph with n vertices such that for every two 
non-adjacent vertices x, y we have cl(x) + J(y) 2 2n - 2h - 1, with h 2 2. 
We set n=qh-r+l, wit Q6<h; e=l if r=h-l,e=O if Wr<h-1. 
Then [(n -- l)/hl z q and [(n - 2)/hl = q - E. 
We shall prove that G contains a path of length 2q - E. 
Let C: x1-+x2-+ l * l + xl -+ x1 be a cycle of maximum Ilength in G. If q = 1, 
or Ia 2q - E, there is nothing to prove. So we assume 1 s 2q -E - 1 s n - 2 and 
qa2. 
We show that G-C is not an independent set. If there is no arc in G-C, and if x 
and y are two vertices of G-C, we have 
q &n-2/i- 1 ~d(x’j+d(y)= (E(x, C’)(+IE(y, C) 
Since we have n 2 (q-l)h+3-& and k:2q-l-e, we get 
2[(q-l)h+3-+- :!h4s2(2q-b-s). 
Then 2(q - 2)/,h -2) + 1~0, which contradicts q 22 and h 3 2. 
Since G-C is not an independent set, and G is strong, G contains a path of 
length minii + i, n - I). So we can assume I s 2q - 2 - E. Since 13 3, this implies 
CJ 2 3. Now, a simple calculation shows that the inequality n s I +2(h - 1) is 
kpossible, and implies that the properties (1) and (2) of the-proof of the Part (1) 
2 re satisfied. Then as in this proof, we can consider the oriented graph H, and 
prove that it contains a cycle of length 1’ with ;“a [(n - Z)/(h - lb1 + 1. As for 
‘Iheorzra 1 (21, one can see that G contains a path of length I + I’- 2, and that 
I 2 [(n -_ l)/hl + l implies I + I’- 2 2 2q - E. This completes the proof. 
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